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Liu Bolin & Jean-Paul Gaultier, Photograph, 2011                            Gael Davrinche, Oil Painting  

    
Huang Rui, White Snake Black Snake, 2014        Gael Davrinche, Agapanthus of Fireworks, Memento Mori Series 
 

The Magda Danysz gallery is proud to receive a collective international art exhibition INSIGHT from September 6th to October 

4th 2014. Insight means the capacity to gain an accurate and deep intuitive understanding of a person or thing. From the exhibition, artists 

peek through the keyhole that is life and getting us to see things we do not necessarily see in our everyday life. 

 

Insight is an instance of apprehending the true nature of a things, especially through intuitive understand. This exhibition will present 

artists’ collaborations which includes JR, mixes Art and Act, talks about the memory of the city and its inhabits; Huang Rui, major 

advocates of contemporary Chinese Art, produce work that reflects the concerns of a highly socially engaged artist through satires of 

reality and references to history; Wang Keping, the wooden sculptures that is both sensual and seductive, exploring and negotiating the 

possibilities of rendering the female body; Liu Bolin, with his new addition, he continue creates a tension that challenges the viewer to 

question what is above and beneath the surface; Gael Davrinche, the colour of oil paintings ends up dominate artists visual field, in 

abstract, the focus only on transition from one color to another; Maleonn, with his boxes from the China tour that involved his theatrical 

world base on his colorful imagination and his sense of humor, he become the architect of China’s memories; Sten Lex, present their study 

of faces that create best portray at hand etc. 

 

The selected masterpieces from the past year is to look for that reflected the artists’ idiosyncratic view of the worlds and life, artists 

demonstrates the variety of ways in which reveal their unique angle by capturing the best moment of our daily life.  At the best time of 

year, this show emphasized the elements for visitors to keep up with wide range of local and international artists. 

INSIGHT:    Exhibition from September 6th to October 4th, 2014 

Opening:      Saturday September 6th, 2014 from 4pm - 7pm 

Venue:      Magda Danysz Gallery - Shanghai, 188 Linqing Road (by Yangshupu Road), Shanghai 

Tel:               +86 21 5513 9599 

Website:       www.magda-gallery.com 

Press Contact:   Clémence Wolff +33 (0)143 577978        Clemence@magda-gallery.com 

Haimeng Zhang  +86 186 1604 8154        Haimeng@magda-gallery.com 

 

 


